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new algorithm that uses a linear-motion model to produce side-information. As a continuation of previous works, in this paper,
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reference. We verify the performance of the spatial scalable WZ coding using the state-of-the-art video coding standard H.264/AVC.
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1. Introduction

The paradigm of distributed source coding (DSC) is based1
on two information theory results: the theorems by Slepian
and Wolf [1] and Wyner and Ziv [2] for lossless and lossy
codings of correlated sources, respectively. It has recently
become the focus of different video coding schemes [3–
12]. A review on DSC applied to video coding, that is,
distributed video coding (DVC) can be found elsewhere [13].
Even though it is believed that a DVC algorithm will never
outperform conventional video schemes in rate-distortion
performance [13], DVC is a promising tool in creating
reversed complexity codecs for power-constrained devices.
Currently, digital video standards are based on predictive
interframe coding and discrete cosine block transform. In
those, the encoder typically has high complexity [14] mainly
due to the need for mode search and motion estimation
in finding the best predictor. Nevertheless, the decoder
complexity is low. On the other hand, DVC enables reversed
complexity codecs, where the decoder is more complex than
the encoder. This scheme fits the scenario where real-time

encoding is required in a limited-power environment, such
as mobile hand-held devices.

A common DVC architecture is a transform domain
Wyner-Ziv codec [4, 13], where periodic key frames are
encoded with a conventional intraframe encoder, while the
rest of the frames—called Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames—are
encoded with a channel coding technique, after applying
the discrete cosine transform and quantization. This codec
can be seen as DVC with temporal scalability because the
WZ-encoded frames can represent a temporal enhancement
layer. At the decoder, the key frames are used to generate
prediction of the current WZ frame, called side information
(SI), which is fed to the channel decoder. The SI for the
current WZ frames can be generated using motion analysis
on neighboring key and previously decoded WZ frames, thus
exploring temporal correlations. As in much of the prior
work [4, 11, 15], this architecture uses a feedback channel
to implement a Slepian-Wolf codec.

A different approach is a mixed resolution framework
that can be implemented as an optional coding mode in
any existing video codec standard, as proposed in previous
works [16–18]. In that framework, the encoding complexity
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is reduced by lower resolution encoding, while the residue
is WZ encoded. That spatially scalable framework does not
use a feedback channel and considers more realistic usage
scenarios for video communication using mobile power-
constrained devices. First, it is not necessary for the video
encoder to always operate in a reversed complexity mode.
Thus, this mode may be turned on only when available
battery power drops. Second, while complexity reduction is
important, it should not be achieved at a substantial cost
in bandwidth. Hence, the complexity reduction target may
be reduced in the interest of a better rate-distortion trade-
off. Third, since the video communicated from one mobile
device may be received and played back in real time on
another mobile device, the decoder in a mobile device must
support a mode of operation where at least a low-quality
version of the reversed complexity bit stream can be decoded
and played back immediately, with low complexity. Off-
line processing may be carried out for retrieving the higher
quality version. In the temporal scalability approach, the only
way to achieve this is to drop the WZ frames, resulting in
unnecessarily low frame rates.

It is well known that the performance of those or any
other WZ codec is heavily dependent on the quality of
the SI generated at the decoder. In this work, we compare
the performance and complexity reduction of different SI
estimators. For a temporally scalable codec, we introduce a
new SI generator that models the motion between two key
frames, in order to predict the motion among key frames
and a WZ frame. We compare our results with a common SI
estimator for a WZ codec with temporal scalability [19, 20],
such a codec tries to model the motion vectors of the current
WZ frame using the next and previous decoded key frames.

A more accurate SI generator for a DVC codec with tem-
poral scalability was presented elsewhere [21, 22]. There the
SI generator uses forward and bidirectional motion estima-
tion, motion vector refinement, spatial motion smoothing
techniques, and it adapt the motion vector to fit into the
frame grid. Compared to that technique [21, 22], the SI
generation proposed in this paper is less complex, and does
not modify the reference or the motion vector. Nevertheless,
it is less efficient, being outperformed by the more complex
algorithm [21, 22]. However, similar tools like spatial motion
smoothing and motion vector refinement, as described
elsewhere [21, 22], can be used along with the proposed
technique in order to increase the overall performance at the
cost of a more complex decoding. For the mixed resolution
framework, we improve SI generation, as a continuation of
previous work [18]. This method is based on superresolution
using key frames [23]. The main idea is to restore the high-
frequency information from an interpolated block of the
low-resolution encoded frame. This SI generation can be
done iteratively, using the SI generated from a previous
iteration to improve the quality of the current frame being
generated. Other works have used iterative SI generation
techniques [24–26]. All of them assume key frames are
intracoded, and the intermediate frames are entirely WZ
coded. In [25], previously decoded bit planes are used to
improve SI. In [24], a motion-based algorithm is presented,

however the SI is generated by aggressively replacing low-
resolution (LR) blocks by blocks from the key frames.

Here, the rate-distortion (RD) performance of the pro-
posed SI generation methods along with a coding time com-
parison is presented. We also present the RD performance
of the spatial scalable coder and compare it to conventional
coding. Such a coder is based in previous studies for
optimal coding parameter selection [27] and correlated
statistic estimation [28]. The results of the temporal scalable
coder in the transform domain are known, and normally
outperform simple intracoding, but underperforms zero-
motion vector coding, depending on the sequence [29].
The entire tests were implemented using the state-of-the-art
standard H.264/AVC as the conventional codec.

The paper is organized as follows; the WZ architectures
are described in Section 2. In Section 3, the different schemes
for generation of the side information are detailed, and in
Section 4 simulation results are presented. Finally, Section 5
contains the conclusions of this work.

2. Wyner-Ziv Coding Architectures

In order to compare SI generation methods, we consider
two different Wyner-Ziv coding architectures: a transform
domain Wyner-Ziv (TDWZ) codec and a spatially scalable
Wyner-Ziv (SSWZ) codec.

2.1. Transform Domain Wyner-Ziv Codec. The TDWZ codec
architecture [4, 13] allows for temporal scalability. At the
encoder only some frames, denoted as key frames, are
conventionally encoded, while the rest are entirely WZ
coded. At the decoder, the key frames can be instantly
decoded by a conventional decoder, while the WZ layer
can be optionally used to increase the temporal resolution
of the sequence. The architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The WZ frames are coded by applying a discrete cosine
transform (DCT), whose coefficients are quantized, sliced
into bit planes and sent to a Slepian-Wolf coder. Typically,
the Slepian-Wolf coder is implemented using turbo codes or
LDPC codes, where only the parity bits are stored in a buffer.
The code is punctured and bits are transmitted in small
amounts upon a decoder request, via the feedback channel.

Complexity reduction is initially obtained with temporal
downsampling, since only the key frames are conventionally
encoded. However, if the key frames were to be encoded as
I-frames, a more significant complexity reduction can be
achieved, since there will be no motion estimation at the
encoder side. Note that if the key frames are selected as the
reference frames and the WZ frames are the nonreference
frames, then the key frames can be coded as conventional
I-, P-, or reference B-frames, without drifting errors. This
not only increases the performance in terms of RD, but also
increases the complexity since motion estimation may be
used for the key frames as well.

At the decoder, the SI generator uses stored key frames in
order to create its best estimate for the missing WZ frames.
Motion estimation and temporal interpolation techniques
are typically used. Typically, the previous and next key frames
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of the current WZ frame are used for SI generation, although
some works use two previously decoded frames [30]. This
SI is used for channel decoding and frame reconstruction in
the decoding process of the WZ frame. A better SI means
fewer errors, thus requesting fewer bits from the encoder.
Therefore, the bit rate may be reduced for the same quality.
Hence, a more accurate SI can potentially yield a better
performance of the TDWZ codec.

2.2. Spatially Scalable Wyner-Ziv Codec. The mixed resolu-
tion framework [16–18] used by the SSWZ codec can be
implemented as an optional coding mode in any existing
video codec standard (results using H.263+ can also be found
in previous works [16–18, 28]).

In that framework, the reference frames (key frames)
are encoded exactly as in a conventional codec as I-, P- or
reference B-frames, at full resolution. For the nonreference
P- or B-frames, called nonreference WZ frames or nonkey
frames, the encoding complexity is reduced by LR encoding,
as illustrated in Figure 2.

The architecture of a SSWZ encoder is shown in Figure 3.
The nonreference frames (WZ frames) are decimated and
encoded using decimated versions of the reconstructed
reference frames in the frame store. Then, the Laplacian
residual, obtained by taking the difference between the
original frame and an interpolated version of the LR layer
reconstruction, is WZ coded to form the enhancement layer.
Since the reference frames are conventionally coded, there are

no drift errors. The number of nonreference frames and the
decimation factor may be dynamically varied based on the
complexity reduction target.

At the decoder (Figure 4), high-quality versions of the
nonreference frames are generated by a multiframe motion-
based mixed superresolution mechanism [18]. The inter-
polated LR reconstruction is subtracted from this frame
to obtain the side information Laplacian residual frame.
Thereafter, the WZ layer is channel decoded to obtain the
final reconstruction. Note that for encoding and decoding
the LR frame, all reference frames in the frame store and their
syntax elements are first scaled to fit the lower resolution
of nonreference LR coded frame. The channel code used
is based on memoryless cosets. A study for optimal coding
parameter selection for coset creation can be found elsewhere
[17, 27, 28]. There, a mechanism to estimate the correlated
statistics from the coded sources is described.

3. Side-Information Generation

In this section, we detail two different methods for side
information generation. The first technique generates a
temporal interpolation of a frame for a TDWZ codec,
being significantly different from previous SI generation
algorithms. In the SE-B algorithm [19, 20] the motion
vectors, obtained from bidirectional motion estimation
between the previous and next key-frames, are halved. Then,
motion compensation is done by changing the reference
block (see Figure 5). Other methods [21, 22] adapts the
motion vectors to fit into the grid of the SI frames, to avoid
blanks and overlaps areas. The proposed technique keeps
both the reference and the motion vector, using a simple
technique to deal with overlaps and blanks areas.

The second SI generation method proposed in this work
creates a superresolved version of a LR frame for a SSWZ
codec. This new method outperforms previous works [18].

3.1. Motion-Modeling Side-Information Estimator. The pro-
posed method models the motion between two key frames
Fn−1 and Fn+1 as linear. Thus, the motion between Fn−1 and
the current frame Fn is assumed to be half of the motion
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between Fn−1 and Fn+1. For a given macroblock in Fn+1,
it searches the reference Fn−1 to find the best match for a
16 × 16 block, named, the reference block. This reference
block is kept and translated by MVF/2. This approach leads2
to two phenomena that did not happen in the SE-B method:
overlapping and blank areas. There are three cases for any3
given pixel:

(i) it is uniquely defined by a single motion vector;

(ii) it is defined by more than one motion vector (an
overlapping occurred);

(iii) it is not defined by any motion vector (it is left blank).

In order to perform motion compensation, we need to
assign a motion vector or filling process for every pixel. The
first case is trivial. For the second case, when more than one
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option for a pixel exists, a simple average might solve the
problem. The last case is more challenging, since no motion
vector points to a pixel. One could use the colocated pixel
in the previous frame. However, it may not be very efficient
since it might be that the motion vector of that block is not
zero.

In Figure 6(a) is shown the second frame of the Foreman
CIF sequence using MVF/2. In this case, the key frames were
coded with H.264 INTRA with quantization parameter Qp
= 18. The overlapping areas were averaged and, as expected,
there are some blank areas. In Figure 6(b) it is shown the
same frame using MVB/2. There are also some blank areas,
but most of them are in different places.

So, combining the frame generated by the forward
estimation with the one generated by backward estimation
results in a frame with less blank areas, which is depicted in
Figure 7(a). After the motion estimation and compensation,
and after averaging the overlapping areas, the SI frame
might still contain some blank areas. At this point, there
is enough information available about the current frame
to perform motion estimation using the current SI frame
and the previous frame Fn−1. The current frame is divided
into blocks of 32 × 32 pixels. Then, if there is a blank
area in a macroblock, motion estimation is performed for

(a)

Mask

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Combining the frames in Figure 6. (b) A mask use to
perform motion estimation using the current SI frame.

this macroblock. The blank area is not considered when
calculating the sum of absolute difference (SAD), that is, a
mask with the blank areas is used in the motion estimation
process in order to compute only the nonblank areas. Once
the new reference block is found, its pixels are used to fill
the blank area in the current macroblock. An example of a
mask is shown in Figure 7(b), used in the region marked in
Figure 7(a).

In order to improve the method, bidirectional motion
estimation is performed. To fill the blank areas, a reference
block is searched in both the previous and next frames. The
result for this single frame is shown in Figure 8.

Note that, in the proposed method, the reference block
found using the motion estimation process is kept and
translated to the SI frame by a motion vector that is half
the original motion vector. In SE-B, the reference block
is changed while the motion vector is kept. In another
technique [22], the reference block is also kept, but, in order
to prevent the uncovered and overlapping areas, motion
vectors are changed to point to the middle of the current
block in the SI frame. In the proposed method, however,
both the motion vector and the reference block are kept. Also,
the proposed algorithm is focused on improving the motion
estimation based on the key frames. This technique can be
used along with spatial motion smoothing techniques and
motion vectors refinements [21, 22].

In the unlikely case of blocks wherein most or all of the
pixels are blank, one can, for example, use colocated pixels
for compensation. These cases are rare and can be avoided
with careful choices of the sizes of the blocks and of the
motion vector search window.

3.2. Super-resolution Using Key Frames. At the decoder, in the
SSWZ codec, the SI is iteratively generated. However, the first
iteration is different form the other ones and represents an
important contribution of this paper. In the first iteration,
similar to an example-based algorithm [31], we seek to
restore the high-frequency information of an interpolated
block through searching in previous decoded key frames for
a similar block, and by adding the high-frequency of the
chosen block to the interpolated one.
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Figure 8: Final SI frame of the motion-modeling SI estimator.
PSNR = 33.13 dB (the key frames used to generated this SI frame
had 38.09 dB and 38.16 dB).

Note that the original sequence of frames at a high
resolution has both key frames and nonkey frames (WZ
frames). The framework encodes the WZ frames at a lower
resolution and the key frames at regular resolution. At the
decoder, the video sequence is received at mixed resolution.

The decoded WZ frames have lost high-frequency con-
tent due to decimation and interpolation. Our algorithm
tries to recover the lost high frequency content using
temporal information from the key frames. Briefly, in the
first iteration, the algorithm works as follows.

(i) First, we interpolate the WZ frames to the spatial
resolution of the key frames to obtain all the decoded
frames at the desired resolution.

(ii) Then, the key frames are filtered with a low-pass
filter and the high frequency content is obtained as a
difference between the original key frames and their
filtered version.

(iii) A block matching algorithm is used, with the inter-
polated nonkey frame as source and the filtered key
frames as reference, in order to find the best predictor
for each block of the nonkey frame.

(iv) The corresponding high frequency content of the
predictor block is added to the block of the WZ
frame, after scaling it by a confidence factor.

The past and future reference frames in the frame store
of the current WZ frame are low-pass filtered. The low-
pass filter is implemented through downsampling followed
by an up-sampling process (using the same decimator and
interpolator applied to the WZ frames). At this point, we
have both key and nonkey frames interpolated from a
LR version. Next, a block-matching algorithm is applied
using the interpolated decoded frame. The block-matching
algorithm works as follows.

Let a frame F = B + H, where B is the decimated and
interpolated (filtered) version of F, while H is the residue, or
its high frequency. For every 8 × 8 block in the interpolated
decoded frame, the best sub-pixel motion vectors in the past
and future filtered frames are computed. If the corresponding
best predictor blocks are denoted as Bp and Bf in the past

Interpolated
key macroblocks

High frequency
key macroblocks

Search
best match

Add high
frequency

Non-key
macroblocks

Key macroblocks
database

Macroblock level

Figure 9: After searching for a best match in the database, we add
the corresponding high-frequency to the block to be superresolved.

and future filtered frames, respectively, several predictor
candidates are calculated as

B = αBp + (1− α)Bf , (1)

where α assumes values between 0 and 1. In our implemen-
tation we use α = {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}. Then, if the SAD
of the best predictor of a particular macroblock is lower
than a threshold T, the corresponding high-frequency of the
matched block (i.e., Hp and Hf ) of the key frame is added to
the block to be superresolved. In other words, we add

αHp + (1− α)Hf . (2)

Figure 9 illustrates the process.
Differently from previous works [16–18], we are adding

high frequency content. We want to avoid adding noise in
cases where a match is not very close. Hence, we use a
confidence factor to scale the high-frequency contents before
being added to the LR block.

We assume that the better the match, the better the
confidence we have and the more high frequency we add.
For example, the confidence factor can be calculated based
on the minimum SAD obtained from the block matching
algorithm and the rate (Rn) spent by the coder in order to
encode the current block. If the minimum SAD calculated
during the block matching algorithm has a high value; it is
unlikely that the high frequency of the key frame block would
exactly match the lost high frequency of the nonkey frame
block. Then, it is intuitive to think that a lower minimum
SAD gives us more confidence in our match. Besides, if at
the encoder side, a large bit-rate is spent to code a particular
block, it is likely to be because no good match in the reference
frames was found. Thus, the higher the bit-rate, the lower
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the confidence. The confidence is reflected as a scaling factor
that multiplies each pixel of the high frequency block, before
adding it to the block to be superresolved. For example, one
scaling metric can be

c = 1−
(

min
(
SAD + λRn,T

)
T

)
, (3)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Note, that if SAD = Rn =
0 then c = 1. This means that all the high-frequency content
will be added. On the other hand, if (SAD + λRn) = T then c
= 0, so no high frequency is added. The values of T and λ can
be empirically found using different test sequences. In our
implementation Ti = {500, 80, 60, 20, 5}, where i indicates
the number of the iteration as we will describe next. And the
factor λ depends on the QP used. For example, we used λ =
k(1.2)(QP−12)/3 in our H.264/AVC implementation.

We can iteratively super-resolve the frames as in previous
works [16–18, 28] by replacing the operation just described.
However, after the first iteration, parameters may change.
From iteration to iteration the strength of the low-pass filter
should be reduced (in our implementation the low-pass
filter is eliminated after one iteration). The grid for block
matching is offset from iteration to iteration to smooth out
the blockiness and to add spatial coherence. For example, the
shifts used in four passes can be (0, 0), (4, 0), (0, 4) and
(4, 4) (see Figure 10). It is important to note that after the
first iteration we already have a frame with high frequency
content. Hence, after the first iteration the SI generation is
similar to the work presented at [18], where the entire block
is replaced by the unfiltered matched block on the key frames,
instead of just adding high-frequency. In other words, after
the first iteration we replace B + H rather than adding H.
Then, after the first iteration the threshold T is drastically
reduced, and continues to be gradually reduced so that fewer
blocks are changed at later iterations.

4. Results and Simulations

All the SI generation methods were implemented on the KTA
software implementation of H.264/AVC [32]. In our entire
tests, we use fast motion estimation, the CAVLC entropy

coder, no rate-distortion optimization, 16 × 16-pixel search
range and spatial direct mode type for B-frames.

For the TDWZ codec, we set the coder to work in two
different modes: IZIZI and IZPZP. That is, in the first mode,
all the key frames are set to be coded as conventional I-
frames. In the second mode, the key frames are set to be P-
frames, with the exception of the first frame. In both cases, Z
refers to the WZ frame. Since the goal is SI comparison, the
WZ layer for the TDWZ is not really generated. For the WZ
frames, DCT transform, quantization and bit plane creation
are computed only to be included as overhead coding time.
The SSWZ codec was set to work in IbIbI, IbPbP and IpPpP
modes, where b represents the nonreference B-frames coded
at quarter resolution and p is a disposable nonreference P
frame [14] also encoded at quarter resolution

In Table 1, we present the average results for encoding
299 frames of each of seven CIF sequences: Mobile, Silent,
Foreman, Coastguard, Mother and Daughter, Soccer and
Hall Monitor. The average total encoding time for different
QPs of all the key frames, and overhead for the WZ frames,
is presented in Table 1. In there, ME means the coding
time spent during motion estimation. For the TDWZ codec
the overhead for coding the Z frames is included except
for channel coding. Note that the IZPZP mode is about
7 to 8 times more complex than IZIZI mode, because of
motion estimation on the key frames. However, a better
RD performance is expected for the IZPZP mode. For the
SSWZ codec the results for the encoding time include the
overhead for creating the WZ layer using memoryless cosets
as explained in [16, 17, 27]. For the case of IbIbI mode, the
encoder is about 3 times slower than the temporal scalable
codec working in IZIZ mode. For the other tests, we note that
the spatially scalable coder complexity, working on IbPbP
or IpPpP mode, is comparable to the temporally scalable
coder working in IZPZP mode. The latter encodes about 20%
faster than the SSWZ encoder at IbPbP mode. All the coding
tests were made on an Intel Pentium D 915 Dual Core, with
2.80 GHz and 1 GB DDR2 of RAM, Windows OS.

Table 1 also shows results for the conventional
H.264/AVC codec working in IBPBP and IPdPPdP modes
without rate-distortion optimization. The B-frames
are nonreference frames and Pd indicates a disposable
nonreference P-frame. It can be seen that all WZ frameworks
spend less encoding time than conventional coding. As
expected the TDWZ codec with the key frames encoded as
I-frames yields the faster encoding.

Even though the focus of a DVC codec is the reduction
in encoding complexity, an evaluation of the decoding time
is important to understand the complexity of the entire
system. In Table 2 we present the average SI generation time
for a single frame of the tested sequences. Note that our
implementations are not optimized. Time should be con-
sidered only for decoding complexity comparison between
the different SI techniques. An optimized implementation
should be able to generate SI faster, in all cases. The SE-B [19]
and the motion-modeling method used 16 × 16 blocks and
search area of 16 pixels. Note that the proposed method did
not add to much decoding complexity in comparison with
the simple SE-B algorithm. For the spatial scalable coder, the
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Table 1: Average encoding time for the temporally scalable WZ
codec (TDWZ), spatial scalable codec (SSWZ) and conventional
H,264/AVC. TOTAL = total coding time in seconds, ME = motion
estimation coding time in seconds.

IZIZ IZPZP

TDWZ 19.28 142.08

codec (ME: 0) (ME: 109.32)

IbIbI IbPbP IpPpP

SSWZ 64.33 178.23 164.18

codec (ME: 33.75) (ME: 136. 81) (ME: 126.83)

IBPBP IPdPPdP

Conventional

AVC 307.6 258.21

codec (ME: 236.81) (ME: 199.44)

Table 2: Average SI generation time in frame per second.

TDWZ codec SSWZ codec

SE-B 1.02 —

Motion-Modeling 1.42 —

Semi-super resolution — 6.03

time required to create one SI frame using the semi-super
resolution process for the same block size was around 1.2
seconds. However, as described above, for the semi-super
resolution method is better to use an 8 × 8 block size for
block matching. The search area was set to 24 pixels. With
these conditions, the required time to create an SI frame was
approximately 6 seconds.

Even though an important issue in WZ coding is
reduction in encoding complexity, it should not be achieved
at a substantial cost in bandwidth. In other words, a WZ
coder should not yield too much loss in RD performance
in comparison with conventional encoding. As previously
mentioned, the SI generation plays an important part in
determining the overall performance of any WZ codec.
In Figure 11, we compare the RD performance, for CIF
resolution sequence, of: (i) our implementation of the SE-B
algorithm [19, 20], (ii) SI generation with spatial smoothing
[21] and (iii) the proposed motion-modeling method. The
PSNR curves correspond to 299 frames (key frames and SI
frames, no parity bits are transmitted).

The real performance of the WZ codecs depends on the
enhancement WZ layer. However, it is assumed that a better
SI can potentially improve the performance of a WZ codec.
Figure 11 compares key plus SI frames for the TDWZ codec
in IZIZI mode for a low-motion sequence. Note that, in
Figure 12, both PSNR and rate are given for the luminance
component only. It can be seen that the motion-modeling
algorithm outperforms the SE-B algorithm, without sig-
nificantly increasing the SI generation time (see Table 2).
However, it underperforms the one with frame interpolation
and spatial smoothing. The performance differences are in
line with the respective increase in complexity. The spatial
smoothing could also be incorporated into the other two
components to increase both the performance and the

Hall monitor CIF: key + SI frames
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Figure 11: Results for SI generation for the luminance component
of Hall Monitor CIF sequence.

decoding complexity. Note that for low motion sequence, the
SI generation methods that use temporal frame interpolation
have good performance; since it is possible to generate an
accurate prediction of the motion among the key frames and
the frame being interpolated. 4

In Figure 12 a similar comparison is done, for the
superresolution process, also using intra key frames (IbIbI
mode). In this case, the semi-super resolution process
outperforms previous techniques at a cost of higher encoding
complexity. Note that the Soccer sequence presents high
motion; therefore it is harder to make an accurate temporal
interpolation of the frame. In these cases, the Si generated by
the superresolution process should potentially achieve better
results.

In Figure 13, we compare the performance for the
different SI methods in different coding modes. It compares
key and SI frames for the TDWZ codec in IZIZI and IZPZP
modes, using the two implemented SI generators: the SE-
B estimator and the motion-modeling estimator. It also
shows results for the SSWZ codec in IbIbI and IbPbP modes.
PSNR results are computed for the luminance component
only, but the rate includes luminance and chrominance
components. It can be seen that, for the TDWZ coder, the
motion-modeling method consistently outperforms the SE-
B method. Also, as expected, the SSWZ codec has the better
overall RD performance, at a cost of a higher coding time.
In this figure, a better RD performance will simply indicate a
better SI, since no parity bits were transmitted.

It is known that the TDWZ codec normally outperforms
intracoding, but it is worse than coding with zero motion
vectors [29]. Since the SSWZ is less common in the
literature, in Figures 14 through 16 we show results for the
SSWZ codec including the enhancement layer formed by
memoryless cosets with the coding parameters mechanism
and correlated statistics estimation described in [17, 18, 27,
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Soccer CIF: key + SI frames
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Figure 12: Results for SI generation for the luminance component
of Hall Monitor CIF sequence.

Coastguard CIF: key + SI frames
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Figure 13: Results for SI generation for Foreman CIF sequence.

28]. We compare (i) conventional H.264/AVC codec working
in IBPBP or IPdPPdP mode, with 2 reference frames, search
range of 16 pixels and CAVLC entropy encoder, (ii) the
SSWZ codec after three iterations (in IbPbP or IpPpP modes)
with similar coding settings, and (iii) conventional coding in
IBPBP or IPdPPdP modes but with a search range of zero
(i.e., zero motion vector coding).

Akiyo CIF: IBP (one non-reference B-frame)
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Figure 14: Results of SSWZ codec for Akiyo CIF sequence.

Foreman CIF: IBP (one non-reference B-frame)
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Figure 15: Results of SSWZ codec for Foreman CIF sequence.

It can be seen that the WZ coding mode is competitive.
The SSWZ codec outperforms conventional coding with zero
motion vectors at most rates. The gap between conventional
coding and WZ coding, with similar encoding settings, is
larger at high rates. However, as can be seen in the Mother
and Daughter CIF sequence, the WZ mode may outperform
the conventional H.264 at low rates. In fact, the SSWZ can
potentially yield better results for low rates in low motion
sequences, than conventional coding. This can be explained
because the SSWZ uses multi resolution encoding that can be
seen as an interpolative coding scheme which is known for
their good performance of low bit-rates. Other interpolative
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Mother and daughter CIF: IPdP (one non-reference P-frame)
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Figure 16: Results of SSWZ codec for Mother and Daughter CIF
sequence.

coding schemes have been used in image compression with
better performance than conventional compression for low
rates [33]. Therefore, it is possible to have a WZ codec
operating with a 40%–50% reduction in encoding com-
plexity (see encoding time for conventional IBPBP coding
mode and SSWZ IbPbP coding mode in Table 1), and still
produce better results than conventional coding for certain
rates. Also, the SSWZ is not using a feedback channel, the
correlation statistics are estimated [28]. Thus, a more robust
estimation may significantly improve the performance. A
specially designed entropy codec can encode the cosets more
efficiently.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have introduced two new SI generation
methods, one for a temporally scalable Wyner-Ziv coding
mode and another one for a spatially scalable Wyner-Ziv
coding mode. The first SI generation method, proposed for
the temporally scalable codec, models the motion between
two key frames as linear. Thus, the motion between one
key frame and the current WZ frame, with a GOP size of
2, will be half of the motion between the key frames. An
algorithm for solving the problem of overlapping and blanks
was proposed. The results show that this SI method has a
better performance than the SE-B estimator [19], while being
significantly simpler than frame interpolation with spatial
motion smoothing and motion vector refinement [22].
However, the later outperforms the proposed technique.
Nevertheless, spatial motion smoothing and motion vectors
refinement tools can also be incorporated in the present
framework potentially increasing its performance. The SI
generation for the spatial scalable codec uses a confidence
value to scale the amount of high-frequency content that

is added to the block to be superresolved. It works better
than the previous techniques [16–18]. This SI method helps
a spatial scalable Wyner-Ziv to achieve competitive results.

Also, a complexity comparison using coding time as
benchmark was presented. The temporal scalable codec with
key frames coded as “intra” frames is considerably less
complex than any other WZ codec. However, it has the worst
RD performance (considering key frames and SI). The WZ
coding mode with spatially scalability is about 20% more
complex than the temporal scalable codec using P-frames
as key frames in both cases. In the other hand, the spatial
scalable coder is more competitive and may outperform a
conventional codec for low-motion sequences at low rates.
Thus, in certain conditions, the spatial scalable framework
allows reversed complexity coding without a significant cost
in bandwidth.

We can conclude that a spatial scalable WZ codec
produces RD results closer to conventional coding than the
temporal scalable WZ codec. However, a complete WZ codec
may be able to have both coding modes, since the temporal
scalable mode can achieve lower complexity.
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